WEB PORTAL USER’S GUIDE

PLEASE CONTACT YOUR WEB PORTAL PROVIDER IF YOU HAVE ANY
QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS REGARDING YOUR WEB ACCOUNT.
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1 Web Portal Login
The web outreach portal is an
online web site that laboratory
clients may use to place online
request orders, view patient
results, place supply orders, and
more. Using any web browser
(Firefox and Google Chrome are
highly recommended), type in
the URL provided to you by the
lab to access your web portal.
You will be redirected to a login
screen where you will be
prompted to enter your user login credentials provided to you by the lab. Enter your login
credentials in the “User ID” and “Password” fields, then press the submit icon to log in. Upon
logging in to your web portal, the Welcome Screen will display along with the Main Menu bar
seen on the left-side portion of the screen (shown above).
Please refer to the rest of the sections highlighted in this guide for more information on each
menu option’s functionality. Please note that depending on your web account’s settings
configured by the lab along with the modules purchased, menu availability may vary.

2 Password Reset
If you need to reset your
password, either contact the
laboratory to request this
password change, otherwise you
may reset your password directly
from the login screen. To reset
your password directly form the
web portal, place a checkmark in
the “Forgot Password” checkbox.
Then, enter your user ID and the email address linked to your
web account and press “Send Reset Email”.
Next, retrieve the temporary password from your email account,
then from the Password Reset dialog box (shown to the right), enter your User ID, temporary
password, new password and confirm it, then press “Reset” to finish changing your password.
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3 Inbox
The Inbox offers a list of recently verified and released results for test orders accessible to the
facility/practice listed in your web account. Reports will remain in the Inbox for a maximum of
thirty days unless specified otherwise for your web account. Accessions that contain at least one
verified result are visible in the Inbox, although different settings can be made possible to control
which test status’ type should appear in this menu section. The image below shows a sample
view of the Inbox:

The following items are options that are available from the Inbox screen:


Remove Selected Reports as Printed: Used to remove a patient from the Inbox to
acknowledge that their result has been viewed. Place a check next to the applicable
patient report you wish to remove from the Inbox and make this selection. Note that once
a report has been removed, it cannot be re-added, unless a test result is changed.
Although, result reports can still be accessed from the Search menu even after being
removed from the Inbox.



Refresh: This button allows the Inbox to be refreshed without logging users out, in
contrary to browsers’ refresh button. Note that it may take a few minutes for the Inbox to
display newly released reports after results have been finalized by the lab.



Report: This drop-down menu is used to filter the Inbox based on a report’s status.
Choose from the following options: ALL, COMPLETE, INCOMPLETE, CRITICAL,
and ABNORMAL.
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Facility: Allows you to narrow down a search by facility



Sort: Allows you to sort accessions by: Report Date (Descending), or Service Date
(Descending).

To print patient reports from the Inbox screen, you may take either of the two following
approaches:
1. Place a checkmark beside the patient name and select “Print selected reports” to print
one or more patient reports. This method generates patient report(s) in a separate window
tab.
2. Double-click on a row to view a single patient’s report. A menu bar will display on the
upper-left side of the screen similar to the one shown below:

The following menu selections will become available (please note in advance that some
modules must be purchased separately by the lab in order to become available):


Report Types: If multiple report types are available on your web portal, you
may use this drop-down to switch between different report types to view various
formats of a patient’s report. You may choose between the following report
types:
• Regular Report: Chosen by default when printing a patient report.
• Cumulative Report: Generates a report of the patient’s previous
visits, including the previous dates and ordered test results.
• Data Format: Offers the ability to graph selected tests.





Attachment(s): Allows you to view any attachments added to the patient report.
Print: Generate the PDF patient report in a new window tab.
The Audit Log: Offers insight on the selected accession’s activity (activated per
web account).
Print-Text: Opens the selected report in text format.
Create Ticket: This is a shortcut that allows you to create internal tickets to
notify the lab of any problems encountered or concerns you have with your
online account.
If applicable, press the
button to return to the Inbox.
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4 Search Menu
The Search menu offers the ability to look up patient result reports along with detailed test and
panel information.
4.1 Search Reports
When searching for patient reports, go to: Search > Search Reports, then provide the search
criteria from the search screen, as shown below:



Patient Name: When searching by patient name, only entering the patient’s first name
will not populate any searches; either both the first and last name must be entered, or just
searched by the patient’s last name.



ID: Represents the patient’s chart/ID#.



Physician: You can filter a search by an ordering physician from this drop-down list.



Start and End Date: Enter a date range based off the entry date.



Collection Date: Place a checkmark to search by collection date.



Accession: Enter an accession number to search for an individual patient report.
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Requisition: Enter a requisition order number to search for an individual patient report.



Specimen: Enter the specimen order number to search for an individual patient report.



Un-Signed Only: Place a checkmark to include reports in the search for only orders
where a physician signature is not provided.



Result in Log Format: When making a search in log format, this will print an on-screen
list of accessions based on the additional search criteria provided within a specified date
range.

By placing a checkmark in the “Result in Log Format” checkbox, you can search for
accessions that include one or a combination of tests with/without results (numeric or
alphanumeric) within a certain date range. Refer to the following items that apply to your
“result in log format” search scenario:


To search for accessions that contain a test(s), enter the test code(s) in the
“Test” field, leaving the “Result” field blank.



To search for a particular test’s result, enter the test(s) code in the “Test” field,
enter the result or result range you are looking for in the “Result” field, and
specify whether the result is numeric or alphanumeric.



To search for multiple tests and/or their results, enter the test code and result
information in the designated fields and choose “And” to search for accessions
that include all tests listed. Otherwise, select “Or” to search for an accession
that contains at least one of the tests listed.

After providing the necessary search criteria and filters, press “Search” found at the bottom of
the screen. You may then place a checkmark next to each applicable report and select “Print
Selected Reports” to generate them as PDF.
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4.2 Search Tests/Profiles
To look up a test or panel’s settings, go to: Search > Search Test/Profile, then enter the
test/profile code or name from the search bar displayed at the top of the screen. Searching for a
test/profile will display detailed information, such as temperature, specimen requirements,
reference range/cutoff, panel components, etc… Note that test/profile information cannot be
modified from the web portal, as this screen for viewing purposes only.
Seen in the image below is an example of a search made out for the test Sodium (test code 133
in the Labgen system):

Below is an example of a search made out for the profile Comprehensive Metabolic Panel
(profile code 12 in the Labgen system):
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5 Patient Menu
This Patient menu allows web users to add or edit patient record information. Web accounts
have limited patient record accessibility; you will only have access to patient records that are
linked to your facility/practice account. Patient records should ideally exist in the lab’s Labgen
system before you begin placing online orders, although you still have the option to add new
patient records from: Order > Add.
5.1 Adding Patient Records
Patient records are created from: Patient > Add. The Patient Details page will be displayed
upon selection, as shown in the image below:

When adding a new patient, begin entering the patient’s information in the designated fields.
Most of the fields should be self-intuitive, however, listed below are two fields that offer more
insight:


ID/Lab ID: This is the unique patient identifier in the lab’s Labgen system, referred to as
the patient “chart/ID#”.



Chart ID: This represents the “Doc. Chart” number in the lab’s Labgen system. This is
used when the patient order is received at the lab from a remote system, most commonly
though an EMR.

After entering the patient information, select “Save” to continue to the Patient Insurance
screen. Note that required fields must be completed to continue; mandatory fields will be
outlined in red if they have not been filled out.
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The next screen that will display is the patient’s Primary Insurance section, as shown below:

To indicate that the information for the insured is the same as the patient’s, place a checkmark in
the “Same as Patient” checkbox. This will auto-populate the patient’s information into the
applicable fields. Otherwise, if the patient’s information differs from the insured, you may
manually enter the insured information in the designated fields. The lower-half section of the
screen is used to specify the patient’s primary insurance information:

You may begin by selecting the down arrow in the “Selected Insurance” section to view your
web account’s insurance pick-list. If the patient’s insurance is not visible from this drop-down
list, if known -you may search by the insurance plan number (insurance code) and press Tab to
auto-populate the insurance name, otherwise, search an insurance by name in the “Type
Insurance Name to Search” field (minimum of three characters required to run a search).
Insurance entries that fit the search criteria will display in the drop-down list, as shown in the
example below where the “BCB” search entry was made:
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The insurance search entries displayed are insurances records that exist in the lab’s Labgen
system. If you do not see the insurance you are looking for, you may contact the lab directly to
request they add this insurance into their system, otherwise, if available for your web portal, you
may add a new insurance that may be used for orders specific to this patient by selecting the
icon. You will notice that “NEW” will auto-populate in the as the “Plan#” and the program will
require you to enter the name of this new insurance in the “Selected Insurance” field. “Adding”
a new insurance to your web portal will allow you to use this insurance when placing orders for
this patient only until the lab fulfills the request to add this insurance record into their Labgen
system.
After making an insurance selection, enter the policy number and group number in the
designated fields when applicable. To add a secondary insurance, click on the button on the
lower-right corner of the screen to expand the Secondary Insurance tab. After entering the
required secondary insurance information, click “Save” to finish adding the patient record to the
system.

5.2 Editing Patient Records
Patient records may be modified through: Patient > Edit. A search will display allowing you to
search by patient name, lab ID (patient chart/ID#), or chart ID (doc. chart number). Upon
making a search, patient records will be listed according to the search criteria specified. The
example below shows a list of patients found with last name “DOE”:

Double-click on a patient to edit their information, otherwise, press “Cancel” to return to the
Main Menu. Any of the patient’s information may be modified (unless requested otherwise by
the lab), with the exception of the patient’s name and lab ID, as changes to these items can only
be made by the lab. After applying the necessary adjustments, press “Save” to finish.
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6 Order Menu
The Order menu is available for you to place online/remote orders, edit order information, view
an order’s status, process standing orders, and more.
6.1 Placing Online Orders
To begin ordering laboratory work electronically, select: Order > Add. A similar screen to the
one shown below will display:

Begin by entering either only the patient’s last name or both the first and last name, then select
the button to search for the existing patient’s record. You may also leave the patient name
fields blank and click on the magnifying glass icon to search a patient by the lab ID (patient
chart/ID#) or chart ID (doc. chart number).
You may also add a new patient record directly from the online Order Entry screen by selecting
the button in the “Patient (L/F)” line, or by selecting “Add New” from the Patient Search
window. After selecting the patient, begin entering the order information in the designated fields.
Refer below for a description of each field in the Order Entry screen:


Paperclip icon: Seen in the upper-right corner of the Order Entry screen, you may see
this icon if the attachments module is activated for the lab and an “Attachments” flag
has been enabled specifically for your web account. If available, you may select the
button to upload files and add them as an attachment to the order. This file will become
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visible to the lab when processing the remote order into an accession.


New House Call Order: Most relevant to phlebotomist web accounts -placing a
checkmark in this checkbox will create a one-time standing (house call) order once the
given order has been created. The house call’s next due date and stop date will be set to
one day after the current order’s collection date.



Ord. Phys.: Choose the applicable ordering physician from the drop-down list.



Acct. Unit: Select the facility/practice applicable to the order from the drop-down list.



Cons. Phys.: Used to provide the name of a consulting physician (optional).



Insurance: Select the patient’s insurance from the insurance pick-list by selecting the
down arrow, or click the button to search for additional insurances that are not listed in
the drop-down or to edit the patient’s primary/secondary insurance information. If the
eligibility check module is activated for your web account, the button becomes
visible. Click on this icon to perform the patient’s insurance eligibility check, although
depending on the lab’s system settings, an automatic check may also be performed prior
to submitting the online order.



Order Date and Time: Represents the date/time that the order is being created on. You
may select the calendar icon or click on the down arrow to make a different date/time
selection.



Collection Date and Time: Represents the date/time that the specimen was collected
from the patient. Select the calendar icon or click on the down arrow to choose a
different date/time, if applicable.



Frequency: By default, a patient’s order frequency is set to a “One Time” order (an
indication that no orders are foreseen to reoccur in the future). Changing an order’s
frequency is most relevant to mobile phlebotomy web accounts who can use this option
to create a standing order for the patient. If applicable, select a frequency from the dropdown list, then specify the standing order’s start/due date and stop date. Standing
orders created can be processed into a request order in the future from: Order >
Standing Orders > Search by facility account and a standing order’s next due date.



Fasting: Used to indicate that the patient is fasting.
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Stat: Used to mark orders as stat patient orders.



Specimen Source: Used to specify the collected specimen type.



Copy report to: Used to provide the name, address and fax information of a third party
who should receive a copy of the web requisition form. Click the down arrow icon to
expand this section and fill in the designated fields, if applicable. Note that if both the
name and fax number are provided and this client is configured to receive faxes, then a
copy of the patient report will be faxed to them.



Comments: Used to enter any remark relevant to the patient’s order.



Labels: Found in the “Tests Ordered” section, this field is used to adjust the number of
additional labels to be printed, provided that a label printer is configured.



Tests Ordered: This section is used to add individual tests or panels (profiles) to the
order. To add a test/profile based off its code, enter the test/profile code in the “Code”
section and select the button. To search by name, enter at least two characters in the
“Add by Test Name” field and make the appropriate selection. To remove a test/profile
from the order, click on the button to the far right of the test/profile.
Additionally, panels/profiles will be outlined and underlined in blue. You may click on a
profile to view its components:
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6.2 Test Pick-List
The “Tests Ordered” section also allows you to add tests/profiles to the order by pressing the
“Test List” button. The “Test List” section is a pick-list created for your web account by the lab
(if the Web User Setup module is available) to allow quick access to the most frequently
ordered tests/profiles relevant to your account:

Within the Test Pick List screen, refer to the following steps to begin adding a pick-list for your
web account:
1. Create a category: enter a name for the category in the “Add New Picklist” section and
select the button to add:
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2. Add a test/panel under the given category: select the applicable category from the
“Add to Picklist” drop-down list, then enter the test/profile in the “by Test Name” field,
or enter its code in the “or Code” section and press the button to add:

Once a pick-list has been created, test/profiles will become easily-accessible from the “Test
List” button.
Use the following table for reference to learn more about each icon’s functionality seen in the
test pick-list:
Icon

Description
OR

Used to expand or collapse a pick-list

OR

Checkboxes are used to add tests/panels instantly to the order when a checkmark
checkbox is selected. Added tests/panels will be displayed in the mid-section of the
Order Entry screen. Uncheck an item to remove it from the order.
Used to expand a panel (profile) and view its components.
Used to delete a test or panel; from a pick-list category.
Used to delete a pick-list category. Note that category components should be deleted
prior to deleting the whole category.
Used to add a category or add a test/profile to a pick-list.
Found on the upper-right corner of the screen, this is used to exit the test pick-list and
return to the Order Entry screen.
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6.3 Diagnosis Pick-List
Once the necessary tests/profiles have been added to the order, depending on the patient’s
insurance, you may be required to provide the diagnosis code(s). Diagnosis codes may be
entered in the “Diag. Code” slots in the “Diagnosis Selected” section found on the lower-section
of the Order Entry screen:

To search for an ICD10 code, use the “Add Diagnosis Code by Name” search bar and select the
diagnosis that applies. Diagnosis code may also be added to an order by accessing your web
account’s diagnosis pick-list by selecting the “Diag List” button. Shown below is an example of
the Diag Pick List screen:

Similar to the test pick-list, the diagnosis pick-list displays the most commonly used diagnosis
codes for patients for your web account. Refer to section 5.2 Test Pick-List in this guide to learn
more about how to add pick-list categories and how make selections from this screen. Note that
the diagnosis pick-list called “Patient History” is auto-created by the program for each patient
displaying the patient’s previously used diagnosis codes. This pick-list cannot be deleted.
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6.4 Order Submission
After the order information has been entered, review the order, then scroll down to the bottom of
the screen and hit “Submit” to finish placing the online request order. Any missing required
information will be outlined in red and the program will not allow you to proceed until the
information is complete. You may also press “Cancel” to cancel the order and return to the
Main Menu. Note that once an order has been submitted, the order cannot be cancelled from this
point.
6.5 Prescribed Medications List
Once an order has been submitted, the
Prescribed Medication List (shown
to the right) will display when one or
more Pain Management tests have
been added to the order.
To search for a drug being prescribed,
either scroll through the medication
list or look up a medication by name
from the “Search Medication” search
bar, then place a checkmark next to
each prescribed medication and press
“Save” to continue. The following
flags may also be applied, if applicable
to the patient’s order:


The Prescribed Medication Is Unknown: Place a checkmark next to this field when it
is unknown if the patient is - or is not - taking medications.



No Medication Was Prescribed: Check this option to indicate that no medications were
prescribed for the patient.



Confirm Patient’s Prescribed Medications: Place a checkmark next to this field when a
drug(s) has been requested or selected from the medication list.

To prescribe a drug that is not in the medication list, the program allows you to place a
medication request to the lab by utilizing the “Add New” field. Simply enter the medication
name and press the button. The requested medication will print on the web requisition form so
that when the lab receives it, this will notify the lab to add the medication into their Labgen
system so that this is displayed in your medication list the next time an order is placed. After
making the necessary selections, press “Save” to continue.
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6.6 Collectors’ Initials & Physician/Patient Signatures
Once the order has been submitted, you may be prompted to enter your initials, as shown in the
image below:

This logs the initials of the order entry associate which may be visible on the online requisition
form -often, these initials appear in the “Collectors Initials” section. If prompted with this popup message, enter your initials and press “Save” to continue.
Again, depending on your web account’s settings, you may be prompted to provide an electronic
physician signature and/or patient signature similar to the window prompts shown below:

If applicable, have the physician provide their signature, or upload the physician’s signature
stored on file -if this feature is available for the lab. Next, have the patient provide their
signature, if applicable, then press “Save” to finish placing the order. The electronic requisition
form will generate in a new window tab and will be ready for the lab to process.
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6.7 Editing Orders
After an order has been submitted, you may return to the order to modify or delete it through:
Order > Edit. Note in advance, orders that have been processed (accessioned) by the lab can no
longer be modified from the web portal.
Upon selecting this option, the Edit Order search screen will display. Provide the applicable
search criteria and press “Search”, then double-click on the order to edit. The Order Entry
screen (shown below) will display allowing you to modify any information from this section
except for the order number, patient chart/ID#, and patient’s name. If you intend to make
changes on the three items previously mentioned, please contact the lab to make the necessary
changes and adjustments on their end by using the Labgen system.

Once you have made adjustments to the order , press “Submit” to save, otherwise, click
“Cancel” to return to the Main Menu.
6.8 Deleting Orders
Created orders may be deleted/cancelled from: Order > Edit. Once in this screen, press “Delete
Order” and confirm the deletion. Deleted orders will appear as cancelled in the Order Log and
the lab will not receive the request order.
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6.9 Order Log
The Order Log offers the ability to print requisition forms for all created online and EMR
orders, displaying basic order information such as the order and collection date/times, current
orders’ status, etc... Upon specifying the search criteria, orders will be displayed in rows
containing order information in each column. Below is a sample screen of the order log:

To generate the requisition form for a selected order(s), place a checkmark next to the order and
select “Print Checked” found near the bottom of the screen. The requisition form will be
displayed as a PDF which may then be downloaded and saved, or sent to a local printer. The
“Print List” button may also be selected to print the order log in grid format:
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Refer to the following table for a description of each column found in the Order Log.
Column/Icon

Description

Patient Name

Shows the patient’s name the order was created for

Account

Displays the facility/practice the order has been created under

Ord Date, Time

Represents the order entry date/time

Collection Date

Represents the date that the specimen(s) was collected from the patient

Order #

Each order submitted holds a unique order number additionally displaying the
order’s status
Displays the physician/provider’s name (if any)

Client

Used to add internal notes to an order. Notes are displayed directly below the
patient’s name in the Order Log
Allows you to add files as attachments to an order if this feature has been
activated for your web account by the lab
Elig.

The eligibility column allows you to perform checks on whether the patient is
eligible for the chosen insurance. To perform an insurance eligibility check,
place a checkmark next to the patient order that applies. Note that this feature
is only available if activated by the lab

Reference the following table for a description of what each order status represents:
Status

Description

In Transit

Indicates the web order has not yet been processed (accessioned) by the lab

Received in Lab

Indicates the web order has been received and processed into an accession at the
lab, but all tests are incomplete (pending and/or unverified)
Indicates the accession contains at least one test that is complete (resulted and
verified), but some tests are still pending and/or unverified

Partial
Complete

Indication of the accession being complete: all tests are resulted and verified

Cancel

Indicates the request order has been cancelled from the web portal
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6.10 Standing Orders
Standing orders may be created through the Order > Add menu by selecting the order’s
frequency or creating a new house-call order by placing a checkmark in the “New House Call
Order” checkbox. Standing orders may also be created directly by the lab. To process standing
orders on a given due date, go to: Order > Standing Orders. The following search screen will
display:

Begin by specifying the facility from the “Account” drop-down list or select “ALL” to search
for standing order due for all facilities under your web account, then select the date option that
applies:




Today
Tomorrow
Range (specify a date range)

You may also narrow down a search further based on a patient’s state by making a selection
from the “State” drop-down list, then press “Search”. The system will populate standing orders
due based on the search criteria provided, as shown in the example below:

Place a checkmark next to each standing order you would like process into a request order, then
select “Process Checked” near the bottom-right corner of the screen.
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You may be prompted to provide the collector’s initials as
shown in the image to the right:
If prompted, enter the collector’s initials and press “OK” to
continue. Patient and order information will then appear in the
next screen as shown in the screen below:

From the screen shown above, to process a standing order:
1. Verify and review that the patient data is correct, then specify the specimen source and
enter any additional diagnosis codes that apply.
2. Leave “Accept this order” selected.
3. Press “Process and Proceed” to process the standing order and create a request order
(consisting of an order number) which will generate an e-requisition form. Processing a
standing order will set that standing order’s next due date –as long as the next due date
falls before or on the day of the standing order’s stop date.
From the screen shown above, to delete a standing order:
1. Select the “Cancel/Skip” option near the bottom-right corner of the screen.
2. Next, provide a reason as to why the order is being cancelled from the “Reason” dropdown list. This will appear in comment form on the e-requisition form.
3. Press “Delete” to remove the standing order. The program will generate a request order
with an order status “Cancel” to indicate this order has been deleted.
You may press “Cancel” at any time to exit the page and return to the main menu.
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6.11 DYMO Listener Window
This menu option initiates a web application that prints the labels for web orders created and/or
printed by the web user:

Essentially, this option allows you to use a single DYMO label printer for multiple
workstations/devices. The application will only “listen” to a specific web user, keeping track of
orders initiated only by that user.
This option’s primary functionality is to support other external devices such as tablets or phones
that may be used to create or print orders. To print label from an external device, go to: Order >
DYMO Listener Window, then press “Leave” when prompted to leave the site.
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7 Supply Order
The Supply Order menu is designed for clinic staff to place supply orders online -provided that
the laboratory offers these services. Laboratory administrators can later retrieve supply orders
from the Supply Order > Ordered List and ship orders accordingly.
7.1 Managing Supply Items
In order for web users to begin placing orders, items must first be added to the web portal by an
administrative (laboratory) web user. In the Supply Order menu, administrative accounts will
see a gear icon at the top-right corner of the screen. Select the
button to open the Manage
Items window. Press the
button to add a new supply item that displays the screen, as shown
in the image below:
Provide item details in the
designated fields; enter
the item name, specify the
package type, package
quantity, and the item’s
description. To attach an
image to a supply item,
select “Browse” and
select the file to upload.
Press “Submit” to add the
new item. Added items
will be available for web
clients to begin placing
supply orders.
All created items will be displayed in the Manage Items window. Item availability can be
adjusted and items can be removed (as long as they have not been ordered previously) at any
time by administrative web accounts. However, note that item details cannot be modified after
the item has been created.
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7.2 Placing Supply Orders
To place a supply order, go to: Supply Order > Place Order. Web users will see a screen with a
search bar containing “add/delete/submit” icons, as shown below:

You may begin placing supply orders under a facility by searching the client by name in the
“Search/Select Client” drop-down list. Once a client is selected, enter their office location in the
“Office Location” field (optional). Then, select the
button each time to add each new item to
the order. Each added item will be visibly listed on this screen, as shown in the example below:

Make an item selection from the dropdown list, select the “Show Item Detail”
link to view item details (shown in the
image to the right), then press the
button to return placing the supply order.
Item quantity adjustments are made by
selecting the “Qty” column within the
item row. Enter a numeric value or click
on the plus/minus icons to
increase/decrease the count. Once an
item(s) is added, press the button to
place the order and add order notes
when prompted, if applicable.
7.3 Supply Order Email Notifications
Laboratory administrators may be set up to receive email notifications in Labgen when an order
gets placed by a web client. Go to: System Dictionary (S) > Laboratory Information (A) >
F4=More. To setup a client to receive email notifications when a supply order’s status is
updated, in Labgen, go to: System Dictionary (S) > Web User Setup (W) > Update a Record
> Press “OK” to the 2nd screen and enter the receipient’s email address in the “Email” field.
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7.4 Supply Ordered List
A web account may view the list of supply orders placed by going to: Supply Order > Ordered
List. From this screen (shown below), you may only view orders for facility clients configured
under your web account, while laboratory administrators (provided they have an admin web
account established) are able to view orders placed by all web accounts in this section:

Order searches can be narrowed down by selecting an order status from the drop-down list in the
top-right corner of the screen. “All” is selected by default (set for you to view all orders),
although “Pending”, “Fulfilled”, and “Cancelled” may also be selected from the drop-down list.
Select the button to expand an order and view its contents. The following order information is
visible from this screen, allowing both web users and lab administrators to keep track of each
placed order:










Order number
Item(s) ordered (select an item to view order notes)
Quantity per item
Order date
User who placed the order
Clients & office location
Order status
Tracking #
Completed date

Note: Only lab administrators have the capability to change an order’s status, add a tracking
number when applicable, and set the completed date.
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8 Support
The Support module is an internal ticketing system intended for you to report any problems you
encounter or ask questions regarding your web portal and receive feedback from laboratory
administrators. Note in advance, the lab must activate this module in Labgen for your web
account in order for the CRM (Customer Relationship Management) ticketing module to become
accessible in your web portal.
By going to: Support > Tickets, you can create a new ticket, check a ticket’s status (open, in
progress, wait for response, closed), and view all tickets created under your web account. The
following is a sample image of the Tickets tab:

Upon selecting this option, the ticketing screen will display a list of all created tickets. The
search bar, located in the top section of the screen, allows you to search for a ticket based on its
ticket number, client name, person/department it is assigned to, and allows you to filter by title,
status and ticket priority. Once you have entered the search criteria, press the “Search” button
seen on the top far-right section of the screen to populate a list of tickets that fit those search
parameters.
Furthermore, you can control the number of tickets displayed on the screen by using the plus and
minus icons in the “Records/Page” section to increase/decrease the ticket count. Once you
specify the number of records to display on the screen, click on the refresh button found next to
the “Page” section to refresh the page. You may also use the left and right arrow keys to toggle
between pages; the “Page” section will display the current page number you are in.
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8.1 Creating Tickets
To issue a ticket, press the “Ticket” button found near the top-left corner of the screen. The New
Ticket tab screen will display upon selection:

The ticketing screen is divided into four sections:
1. Ticket Information: Fill out the information related to the ticket such as, the account
(physician or facility) that the ticket is being issued on behalf of, what category or patient
the ticket is related to (optional) the ticket title, the laboratory department/personnel to
assign the ticket to, the type of problem encountered (e.g., order issue, requisition
problem, technical problem, general question, etc...), the ticket priority (low, high,
normal, urgent) ticket category (small problem, big problem, other problem), and
date of creation. It is up to the lab to later update the amount of hours spent on the ticket
and update the ticket’s status (open, in progress, wait for response, closed).
Note: The lab (through Labgen) can add categories to the “Type of Ticket” drop-down
list, by going to: Web User Setup (W) > Web Ticket Dictionary (W). If this menu
option is unavailable for your lab, a list can also be provided to Labgen support so they
can configure this on their end. The recipient whose email address is specified in the
ticket will then receive email notifications whenever a solution or comment are added, or
a change to a ticket’s status is made.
2. Description Details: Use the “Description” area to provide the details related to the
issue you are experiencing and/or write a question(s) you may have. The contact
information specified in your web account settings by the lab will get auto-populated into
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the designated fields, although you may change this information as needed.
3. Ticket Resolution: This section is to be used by the lab to provide a description of the
solution related to the ticket. An email notification will be sent to the email recipient
provided in the “Contact Email” field when a solution has been added by the lab.
4. Comments: The comments section may be used by both the web clients and the lab as a
means of communication regarding the ticket. Enter a comment and press “Post” to add it
to the ticket. Email notifications will be sent to the contact’s email provided in the
“Contact Email” field when a comment is posted by laboratory personnel. Whenever a
web client posts a comment, the email recipient provided in the web account for the
assigned laboratory personnel will receive the email notification.
Once you have entered the necessary information, press “Submit” to create the ticket. Keep in
mind, incomplete fields will be outlined in red when attempting to submit the ticket and will not
allow you to proceed until they are complete. Once the ticket is created, an email notification
will be sent to the email recipient specified in the user’s web account that the ticket was assigned
to.

8.2 Updating Tickets
Once a ticket is created, you may double-click on a ticket from the Tickets tab to view its
contents and/or add a comment. Note that you will not be able to make any modifications once
the ticket has been submitted. From this point, it is up to laboratory personnel with
administrative web access to review the tickets with an open status placed by web clients. A
laboratory administrator may add a solution, comment, and update the ticket’s status and number
of hours spent accordingly.
The image to the
right shows the status
how a laboratory
administrator can
update the status,
hour, and add a
solution to a ticket.
The user must press
“Submit” to save.
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9 Manage Accounts
Please note, the Manage Accounts menu is only accessible if the lab has activated this option
for your web account. This menu offers web users access and limited control over other web
accounts’ information. Below is a sample image of this screen:

This menu allows you to view and/or modify other web accounts’ information, such as the web
account name, username, password, email address, and access log.
You also have the ability to add and/or delete web accounts from the system, although, note that
you will not be able to remove web accounts who share access to this menu.
To begin creating a web account, select “Add
User” from the top-left corner of the screen.
The screen shown to the right will display:





User ID: Enter the username of the user
being added.
User Name: Enter the actual name of
the user.
Password: Enter the password for the
new user.
Email: Enter the email address of the
new user (optional).

After completing the required fields, press
“Save” to create the new web account. Web accounts may be modified at any time by selecting
the “Edit” button next to the account, or deleted by selecting the account, then selecting
“Remove User” from the top of the page.

10 Logout
To log out of the web portal and return to the sign-in page, select: Main Menu > Logout.
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